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Scope of the Fairtrade textile standard
The Fairtrade Textile standard
Scope of the Fairtrade Textile Standard and the Mark guidelines

Fairtrade has always been about so much more than only
the certifying of products. Fairtrade is about the people who
grow our crops and about those who work hard at picking
and processing them. Fairtrade already covers cotton
growers, ensuring they get a fair price for their crops under
two models, the Fairtrade cotton classic scheme and the
Fairtrade Cotton Program.
With the ground-breaking Fairtrade Textile Standard,
Fairtrade aims at making its impact more widespread to
include the workers who manufacture textiles by facilitating
best practices in the textile supply chains.
Fairtrade’s vision for textiles is a world in which workers
can enjoy secure and sustainable livelihoods, fulfil their
potential & decide on their future. In order to achieve this,
the Fairtrade Textile Standard sets the requirements that
apply to workers along the entire textile supply chain which
determine processor, trader and brand participation in the
Fairtrade system under the principle of shared responsibility.
Fairtrade’s approach includes mobilising the actors in the
textile supply chains to partner towards sustainable and fair
industry practices for the ultimate benefit of the workers that
make it all possible.
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Ginning

spinning

dyeing

knitting

cmt

Fibre Crops
Standard

Licence
Agreement
Entities certified against the
Textile, Fibre Crops and/or Trader Standards

Examples are not exhaustive and supply chains can be much more complex.

Fairtrade cotton producers

Fairtrade textile standard

brands and companies

The Fairtrade cotton producers are not
directly in the scope of the Textile Standard
although they are included as part of supply
chains that use Fairtrade cotton through
the Fairtrade Standard for Fibre Crops.

The Fairtrade Textile Standard applies
to countries and regions where freedom
of association is possible. It applies to all
operators employing hired workers in the
textile supply chain processing Fairtrade
certified cotton and/or other responsible
fibres. This includes, but is not restricted
to ginning, spinning, weaving, knitting, cut,
make and trim stages. Operators using
Fairtrade cotton must also be certified
against the Fibre Crops Standard.
Operators under the Fairtrade Cotton
Program have volume tracking in place.

These guidelines apply to all certified
operators in the textile supply chain,
regardless of the product a company
wants to certify. They also apply to the
companies or brands that manufacture
the products using certified supply chains.
Licence Agreements engage brands and
companies selling the final products to pay
a fair price and agree to fair terms.
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The Fairtrade Textile Production Mark
The Mark and associated Claims

Placement of the Mark and Claim

Placement of other marks

The Fairtrade Textile Production Mark is always
accompanied by a Claim that, when put together,
emphasizes the ground-breaking and inspiring nature of
the model.
The Fairtrade Textile Standard is innovative but has many
layers of compliance that need to be met in order to use a
certain type of lock-up and communication.
The Claims that are combined with the FAITRADE
Textile Production Mark are dependent on the compliance
level that the company or brand has achieved for
its supply chain or chains. One Claim is always
compulsory. The Mark is never used without one.

x
Laborisquat et abore nobitae nis simet alic
tem quo totatem quo maximi, a nonserit
magnatiae nesenihitest mod ma sit dolesc
doluptaest, intibus, ulpa qui cum re con
estint eum ex exerume dolecus.

Laborisquat et abore nobitae nis simet alic
tem quo totatem quo maximi, as nonserit
magnatiae nesenihitest modma sit dolescia doluptaest, intibus, ulpa qui cum re
con estint eum. Laboris quat et abore
nobitae nis simet alic andandae vere.

fairtrade.net/textile-standard

fairtrade.net/textile-standard

x

Example mark
The Claim is left aligned with the roundel.
The width and font of the Claim are not restricted.
The clear space around the Mark must be observed.

Horizontal placement

The clear space between the Claim and other marks
is the same as the distance between the Mark and the
Claim (x).

Laborisquat et abore nobitae nisum
simet alic tem quo totatem quo
maximi, as nonserit magnatiae abit
nesenihitest modma sit dolescia

doluptaest, intibus, ulpa qui cum re
con estint eum ex exerume dolecus
del dandae.
fairtrade.net/textile-standard

The Claim may be placed right of the Mark.
It may be set in one or more columns.
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Overview of supply chain scenarios
Compliance with the Fairtrade Textile
Standard
The Fairtrade Textile Standard is about people, it’s a
processing standard for Fairtrade cotton and other
responsible fibres.

Which standard is The full supply chain CERTIFIED Against?
Fairtrade Textile Standard

Fibre crops and
trader standards

have Living wages been achieved
in full supply chain?

is At least one operator
Fairtrade Textile Standard
certified?

Responsible fibres other than Fairtrade cotton can be used
and the guidelines for determining these fibres are found in
the Textile Standard.
There are three scenarios reflecting the different requirements
regarding supply chain certification. Scenarios A and B,
both signifying that whole supply chains have been certified
against the Fairtrade Textile Standard, use the Fairtrade Textile Production Mark with a corresponding compulsory Claim.
Claim A refers to the achievement of living wages in the
whole supply chain. Claim B declares that the achievement
of living wages in the supply chain is a work in progress.
In Scenario C, a different version of the Mark is used with its
own Claim.

YES
SCENARIO A

no
SCENARIO B

Please see page 6

Please see page 7

Laborisquat et abore nobitae nis simet alic
tem quo totatem quo maximi, a nonserit
magnatiae nesenihitest mod ma sit dolesc
doluptaest, intibus, ulpa qui cum re con
estint eum ex exerume dolecus.

Sed viverra, odio a lobortis fermentum, diam
orci facilisis ex, nec consectetur turpis eros
nec ante.

fairtrade.net/textile-standard

Nullam dictum volutpat lacus, egestas nec.

fairtrade.net/textile-standard

yes
SCENARIO C

Please see page 8

Maecenas tincidunt convallis libero, quis
feugiat velit tincidunt ut. Mauris sed commodo nisl. Class aptent taciti sociosqu ad litora
torquent per conubia nostra, per inceptos
himenaeos.
fairtrade.net/textile-standard
Nullam dictum volutpat lacus, egestas nec.
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Overview of supply chain scenarios
Product composition
Fairtrade cotton can be used in two forms: As fully physically
traceable cotton from farm to final product or as part
of the Fairtrade Sourced Ingredient model (FSI), through
which Fairtrade cotton volumes are sourced from Fairtrade
farmers and then mixed with other responsible fibres (after
the ginning stage). Respectively, the guidelines for the use of
the FAIRTRADE Cotton Mark and the FAIRTRADE Sourced
Cotton Mark apply.
When other responsible fibres are used, the relevant
guidelines for the respective mark apply when labelling
items and for off-pack use.
The Fairtrade Marks can be used together on the same
packaging material as the Fairtrade Textile Production Mark
and associated Claim.
Marks for other responsible fibres must be separate on-pack.
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what fibres are used in the products?
Fairtrade cotton

Fairtrade Sourced Cotton

The Fairtrade Cotton Mark
may be used

The Fairtrade Sourced Cotton
Mark may be used (FSI model)

[In addition,] all of the cotton in this
[insert name of item] is Fairtrade
certified and sourced from Fairtrade
farmers. Visit info.fairtrade.net

All of the cotton is Fairtrade certified,
traded, audited and sourced from
Fairtrade producers. For more visit info.
fairtrade.net/sourcing

other responsible fibres
Other responsible fibre marks
may be used

Claims about relevant marks for other
responsible fibres.

Example mark
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The Fairtrade Textile Production Mark

Compulsory

Living wages have been achieved in whole supply chain

1

The Fairtrade Textile Standard aims to make manufacturing
socially responsible and sustainable, putting workers’ rights,
freedoms and safety at the heart of production. [Insert
brand name] has achieved payment of living wages to textile
workers manufacturing this [insert name of item]. [Optional:]
This means empowering them to work towards a more
secure livelihood and future.

2
4

Visit fairtrade.net/textile-standard

Optional

5

3

At [insert brand name] we care about the development and
well-being of the workers manufacturing this [insert name of
item] and are proud to have reached / surpassed living wages.
That’s not all: Salary increases and inflation adjustments
will continue to be made because our goal is to continually
maintain living wage levels for the textile workers.

Recommended

Find out more about our commitment, visit www.[insert URL]
In addition, all of the cotton in this [insert name of item] is
Fairtrade certified and sourced from Fairtrade farmers.

Note: Other marks can be used, depending on product composition
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1
2
3
4
5

Compulsory: Brand or company name
Compulsory: Product title
Compulsory: Fairtrade Textile Production Mark and Claim
Optional: Living wages achievement claim
Recommended: Fairtrade Cotton Mark and Claim
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The Fairtrade Textile Production Mark
Living wages in supply chain are work in progress
Some supply chains may be fully certified against the Textile Standard, but
the living wages achievement is in progress, with a time-bound plan set in the
Standard of a maximum of six years to achieve living wages when these are
below the benchmarks approved by Fairtrade. Companies are required to be
transparent about this progress. The progress claim is optional on-pack, but
compulsory for all off-pack uses.

Compulsory

Example: two-sided

The Fairtrade Textile Standard aims to make textiles
manufacturing socially responsible and sustainable, putting
workers’ rights, freedoms and safety at the heart of the
production of [insert item name].
Living wages are in progress in this certified supply chain.
Find out more about [insert brand name] commitment and
progress in achieving living wages, visit www.[insert URL]

Recommended Optional

For more about the Fairtrade Textile Standard
visit fairtrade.net/textile-standard

Example: one-sided

3
1
The Fairtrade Textile Standard aims to make textiles
manufacturing socially responsible and sustainable,
putting workers’ rights, freedoms and safety at the
heart of production. Brand X has so far achieved living
wages in six operators in four years, representing 85 %
of the certified supply chain.
For more about the Fairtrade Textile Standard, visit
fairtrade.net/textile-standard

2

Living wages are in progress in this certified supply chain.
Find out more about [insert brand name] commitment and
progress in achieving living wages, visit brandxname.com

3
The Fairtrade Textile Standard aims to make textiles
manufacturing socially responsible and sustainable,
putting workers’ rights, freedoms and safety at the
heart of production. Brand X has so far achieved living
wages in six operators in four years, representing 85 %
of the certified supply chain.
For more about the Fairtrade Textile Standard, visit
fairtrade.net/textile-standard

4
All of the cotton is Fairtrade certified, traded, audited
and sourced from Fairtrade producers . Selling more
of their cotton on Fairtrade terms enables Fairtrade
producers to get fairer trading conditions, stimulate
social change and engage in environmental protection.
For more visit info.fairtrade.net/sourcing

Living wages are in progress in this certified supply chain.
Find out more about [insert brand name] commitment and
progress in achieving living wages, visit brandxname.com

[Insert brand name] has so far achieved living wages in [insert
number] operators in certified supply chain in [insert number]
years, representing [X]% of the certified supply chain.
In addition, all of the cotton in this [insert name of item] is
Fairtrade certified and sourced from Fairtrade farmers.

Example: Fairtrade Sourced cotton

Brand name and product
title on front of swing-tag

FAIRTRADE Textile Production
Mark and Claim on back
of swing-tag

Brand name, product title
and FAIRTRADE Textile
Production Mark and Claim
on front of swing-tag

The Fairtrade Sourced Cotton
Mark can be placed on the
back of a swing-tag with the
FAIRTRADE Textile Production
Mark on the front, or on a
separate swing-tag

Note: Living wage progress can be expressed in
different terms or measures, but text must be
approved by the Licensing Body, and all claims
must be verifiable. Other marks may be used,
depending on product composition
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The Fairtrade Textile Production Mark

Recommended

Optional

Compulsory

Initial communications - Wordmark and CSR Claim

[Insert company name] supports the Fairtrade Textile
Standard which aims to maintain safe working
environments and protect the rights and freedoms of the
people in manufacturing. We are working with Fairtrade
since [insert year] to achieve a fully certified textile supply
chain, with [insert number] operators in the supply chain
so far.
Find out more about the Fairtrade Textile Standard,
visit fairtrade.net/textile-standard
More about our commitment, www.[insert company URL]
In addition, all of the cotton in this [insert name of item] is
Fairtrade certified and sourced from Fairtrade farmers.

Note: Other marks can be used, depending on product composition
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contact details
Quick guide

Trademark

Contact details

Fairtrade International licenses the use of
the Fairtrade Textile Production Mark to
companies that build fully certified supply
chains in accordance with the Fairtrade
Textile Standard, the Fairtrade Fibre Crops
Standard and/or the Trade Standard.

The Fairtrade Marks are trademarks and
certification Marks licensed by Fairtrade
International. The Fairtrade Textile Production
Marks must not be copied, reproduced
or otherwise used without receiving
prior written permission from Fairtrade
International or its designated sublicensing
bodies, the National Fairtrade Organizations.

Fairtrade International
Bonner Talweg 177
53129 Bonn
Germany
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Find the NFO’s contact details at
info.fairtrade.net

The right to apply the Fairtrade Textile
Production Mark is subject to the company
or brand complying with the requirements
of the Fairtrade Textile Standard and signing
the relevant Licence Agreement.
This is a quick guide, based on the full
Fairtrade Textile Production Mark guidelines
which are part of the Licence Agreement
with a Fairtrade organization. Once a
Licence Agreement is signed, companies or
Brands will have access to the document.

Credits
Design: Britta Frühling / www.fruhling.co.uk
Photographer: Anand Parmar
With thanks to the Armstrong Cotton Mills.
Additional design by Fairtrade International

Artwork approval
For countries with a National Fairtrade
Organization (NFO):
find the NFO’s contact details at
info.fairtrade.net
For countries without a National Fairtrade
Organization (NFO):
contact Fairtrade International by email
artwork@fairtrade.net
license@fairtrade.net
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Tel +49 (0) 228 949 23 230
Fax +49 (0) 228 242 1713
www.fairtrade.net

